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Introduction:
Fresher’s inferno is scheduled to be held from the 1st-4th of August, 2013. The following
events are to be held in it:
1) Athletics
2) Badminton
3) Basketball
4) Chess
5) Football
6) Lawn Tennis
7) Squash
8) Table Tennis
9) Volleyball
10) Weightlifting
11) Sports Quiz
All the hall sports secretaries were consulted in a meeting and their recommendations
were considered to come up with the present format for fresher’s inferno. As far as
possible all events would be conducted in a format where each hall has an independent
team.
Also, taking recommendations from previous general secretaries, efforts are being made
to book sporting facilities for conduction of intra-pool and intra-hall trials.
Core Team:
The core team shall consist of the following members:
1) Anant Mundra (General Secretary, Games and Sports)
2) Ameya Sathe (Coordinator, Inferno)
3) Arpit Agarwal (Coordinator, Inferno)
4) Chirag Agarwal (Coordinator, Inferno)
5) Pranjal Gupta (Coordinator, Inferno)
Besides these there are event coordinators who will be assisting in the conduction of
the festival.
Point Distribution:
Sr. No Event
1

Athletics

Points
I
II
10
6

2
3

Badminton Singles
Badminton Doubles

10
5

6
3

4
2

2
1

4

Basketball

10

6

4

2
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Participation Structure
III
4

IV
2

2 entries
4 entries
per pool for per pool for
events
relay
3 entries per hall
1 pair per hall (Only 1
player can be common
among singles and
doubles)
1 team per pool
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5
6

Chess
Football

10
10

6
6

4
4

2
2

7
8
9
10
11

Squash
Table Tennis
Tennis
Volleyball
Weightlifting

10
10
10
10
10

6
6
6
6
6

4
4
4
4
4

2
2
2
2
2

12

Sports Quiz

5

3

2

1

2 entries per hall
2 teams per pool ( 7 a side
matches will be held)
3 entries per pool
2 entries per hall
3 entries per pool
2 teams per pool
2 entries per pool for each
of the three categories.
No limit for 2 per pool
prelims
for finals

Event Description:
1) Athletics:
Sr. No

Event

1
2
3
4

800 M
Shot Put
100*4 Relay
Long Jump

Points
I
II
10 6
10 6
20 12
10 6

Participation Structure
III
4
4
8
4

IV
2
2
4
2

2 entries per pool
2 entries per pool
4 entries per pool
2 entries per pool

The pool with maximum points will be awarded 10 GC points, the pool that finishes
second will be awarded 6 GC points and so on…
2) Badminton Singles:








Matches will be conducted in an individual format rather than in a team
championship format. 3 entries will be taken from each hall.
Draws will be made through lottery.
Regular knockout format till the finals will be followed
Each victory of a player will earn 2 points for the hall and a bonus of 1 point will
be given to halls of players who finish in the top 3. In this way points for each hall
would be calculated.
Points of halls in the same pool would be added and the pool with highest points
will get 10 GC points, the pool in 2nd place 6 GC points and so on..
All matches will be conducted in a best of 3 format with one set of 21 points.

3) Badminton Doubles:



1 pair will be taken per hall. (Only 1 singles and doubles player can be common)
Draws will be made through lottery and points of each hall will be calculated as it
was in singles.
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Points of halls in the same pool would be added and the pool with highest points
will get 5 GC points, the pool in 2nd place 3 GC points and so on..
All matches will be conducted in a best of 3 format with one set of 21 points.

4) Basketball:



1 team per pool with 12 players.
Matches will be conducted in a league format and there will be 4 quarters of 10
mins each.

5) Chess:







Two entries will be taken per hall.
5 rounds will be held in a Swiss format and each player will play all the 5 rounds.
1 point will be given for a win, 0.5 point for a draw and 0 for a loss.
The final cumulative points considering all the 5 rounds will be calculated for
each player.
The points of each player in a pool will be added to decide the pool score.
The pool with highest points will get 10 GC points, the pool in 2nd place 6 GC
points and so on..

6) Football:






2 teams per pool will be taken.
2 pools of 4 teams each will be made and matches will be conducted in a league
format.
Top 2 teams from each pool will proceed to the semi-finals and then finals.
The format will be 7 a side on half field.
If two teams from the same pool attain 2 out of the three top positions then the
pool will be given points for its best finish and not for both finishes , however no
pool will be given points for the other than best finish.

7) Squash:








Matches will be conducted in an individual format rather than in a team
championship format. 3 entries will be taken from each pool.
Draws will be made through lottery.
Regular knockout format till the finals will be followed.
Each victory of a player will earn 2 points for the pool and a bonus of 1 point will
be given to pools of players who finish in the top 3. In this way points for each
pool would be calculated.
The pool with highest points will get 10 GC points, the pool in 2nd place 6 GC
points and so on…
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All matches will be conducted in a best of 3 format with one set of 11 points.

8) Table Tennis:









Matches will be conducted in an individual format rather than in a team
championship format. 2 entries will be taken from each hall.
Draws will be made through lottery.
Regular knockout format till the finals will be followed
Each victory of a player will earn 2 points for the hall and a bonus of 1 point will
be given to halls of players who finish in the top 3. In this way points for each hall
would be calculated.
Points of halls in the same pool would be added and the pool with highest points
will get 10 GC points, the pool in 2nd place 6 GC points and so on…
All matches will be conducted in a best of 3 format with one set of 11 points till
the quarters and best of 5 format from the semis onward.

9) Tennis:









Matches will be conducted in an individual format rather than in a team
championship format. 3 entries will be taken from each pool.
Draws will be made through lottery.
Regular knockout format till the finals will be followed
Each victory of a player will earn 2 points for the pool and a bonus of 1 point will
be given to pools of players who finish in the top 3. In this way points for each
pool would be calculated.
The pool with highest points will get 10 GC points, the pool in 2nd place 6 GC
points and so on…
All matches will be conducted in a best of 7 games format till the quarters and
from semis onward the matches will be conducted in a “one set win format”.
Finals and 3/4th place matches will be in a best of 3 format.

10) Volleyball:







2 teams per pool will be taken.
2 pools of 4 teams each will be made and matches will be conducted in a league
format.
Top 2 teams from each pool will proceed to the semi finals and then finals.
The GC points will be 10 points for 1st place, 6 points for 2nd and so on…
If two teams from the same pool attain 2 out of the three top positions then the
pool will be given points for its best finish and not for both finishes, however no
pool will be given points for the other than best finish.

11) Weightlifting:
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There will be three categories: - below 60 kg, 60-75 kg and above 75 kg.
Two entries will be taken per pool per category.
Each player will have to perform three lifts: - deadlift, bench press and squats.
The weights of the three events will be added to calculate his cumulative weight.

12) Sports Quiz :






There will be open entries for the prelims of the sports quiz and each team will
consist of three members.
The top two teams from each pool will be selected for the finals considering their
performance in the prelims.
The GC points will be 5 for 1st place, 3 for second and so on…
If two teams from the same pool attain 2 out of the three top positions then the
pool will be given points for its best finish and not for both finishes, however no
pool will be given points for the other than best finish.

Disruption/Postponement:
Any event abandoned, or disrupted due to unavoidable reasons shall be postponed or
continued as the case may be and as per rules specified in the current rules of the
respective Federations/ Associations. In case where the Federation/ Association rules
cannot be implemented, the decision will be left to the General Secretary, Sports, whose
decision shall be final.
Conduct/Protest:
For all games and sports, the decisions of the Referees/Umpires will be final and
binding and no protest will be entertained. Therefore any team leaving the field of play
as a mark of protest and conceding a walk over shall be deemed to have lost the fixture
and will be eliminated from the event. Only the remaining teams will be considered as
participants in that event. A team/competitor shall be permitted a grace time of 15
minutes from the announced timing of an event and then a walkover shall be awarded
unless genuine reasons beyond control are presented and accepted by the core team.
The umpire present may take an independent decision at his discretion with consent
from the participating teams and General Secretary, Sports or Festival Coordinator.
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